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Path from Run 2  Run 4


Formally:


Community White Paper (2017)
•



Strategy document for LHCC (now)
•



But we note that this will not be “final” – just a checkpoint

Why do this?





See following  outline of R&D and work to be done, prioritizing/building on CWP

TDR (2020)
•



Broader than LHC but asked also for a charge from WLCG

Funding agencies want to know the cost of HL-LHC computing
They want to be convinced the cost is constrained

In reality





The running system of today must evolve into what is needed for Run 3 and
Run 4
R&D + prototyping programme from now until …
Of course can/should include major changes/upgrades/replacements
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CWP


Challenge for HL-LHC
computing





Manage multi-exabyte per year
data flows, CPU needs of ~20M
cores.
Improve performance from today to
fit within constrained budget
envelope (~ x10 needs above what
technology evolution will bring),
While optimizing the physics output

CWP Working Groups

















Facilities and Distributed
Computing (actually high level
view)
SW Trigger and Reconstruction
Machine Learning
Data Access, Organization and
Management
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Software Development,
Deployment and
Verification/Validation
Conditions Database
Data and Software Preservation
Event Processing Frameworks
Physics Generators
Simulation
Workflow and Resource
Management
Visualization
Careers, Staffing and Training

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.06982
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LHCC strategy vs CWP?


CWP is a broad bottom-up review by the HEP community








LHCC require a strategy for R&D that leads towards the TDR in
2020
By construction the CWP is a large part of that process
The strategy document is a WLCG-view, that:







Albeit with a focus on HL-LHC
No real prioritisation

Tries to prioritise where investment (R&D, changes) is likely to have a
significant impact on overall cost, and optimises physics output
Sets out the R&D programme for the coming years
Leads towards a cost estimate for HL-LHC computing

Relies on the details in the CWP
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Strategy document - outline
Introduction
Computing Models
Experiment software
System Performance & Efficiency

1.
2.
3.

4.




Cost model
Software performance
I/O performance

Sustainability

6.



Common solutions for infrastructure &
software
Security infrastructure

Data Preservation & Re-use
Appendix – Technology & Market
trends

7.
8.

Data & Processing Infrastructures

5.








Storage consolidation
Caching
Storage, access, transfer protocols
Data Lakes
Network
Processing Resources
Cloud analysis model
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These are WLCG prioritizations of what is
in the CWP;
R&D projects are proposed based on these
priorities


E.g. data lake prototype – being set
up
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Evolution vs change


The running system of today has to evolve into
the system for HL-LHC





This does not mean there cannot be a major change
in components; new facilities alongside old ones,
new services phased in and old ones phased out
But there will never be a stop of the current system
and building of a new one
The paradigm is one of managed change and
evolution
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The HL-LHC challenge and Cost Model


ATLAS and CMS will need x20 more resources at HL-LHC with respect to
today



Flat budget and +20%/year from technology evolution fills part of this gap but
there is still a factor x5. Storage looks like the main challenge to address



Market surveys (in appendix to the document) indicate this 20% might be
optimistic, it varies with time and strongly depends on market & economy
rather than technology



We started building a cost model providing a quantitative assessment of the
prototyped solutions and evolution in terms of computing model, software,
infrastructure
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Cost


There is no single “cost model”


Conditions are very different across countries, sites, funding agencies,
etc., and change with time.
We do not track cost – pledges are ”in kind” (resources, people)





What is needed is a way to continually optimize the system:



To understand current performance bottlenecks;
A process of continual measurement, review, optimization, change;
requires:
•
•



A useful set of understandable metrics (which may evolve)
A good understanding of the performance

To guide where next investment of effort, resources will be of greatest
benefit;
•

how to balance between CPU, storage, network, etc., and FTEs!
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Computing Models


Understand the HL-LHC running conditions and the input parameters arising
from them: trigger rates, # Monte Carlo, seconds of data taking, ..



Pursue aggressively the reduction of data formats





Rely on less expensive media (e.g. TAPE) for a larger set of formats (LHC
data is generally “cold”).




Compression
Tiering (AOD->MiniAOD->NanoAOD) or slimming the derived formats (e.g. DAODs from
trains)

Implies evolution of the facilities and the workflow and data management systems (see
later)

Review the centralized processing and the analysis models. Shift more
workload in the direction of organized production.
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Experiment Software (I)


Generators offer a unique challenge but also an opportunity, as
they are common across experiments





Improve filtering and reweighting (less events generated for the same
final statistic)
Improve parallelism and concurrency, to exploit modern CPU
architectures

Detector Simulation and digitization




With Geant4 as the main common software package, improve the
physics description of the processes, adapting to new detectors. And
again, modernize the software for multithreading and vectorization
Event pre-mixing for pileup
Invest in Fast Simulation
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Experiment Software (II)


Reconstruction: need to face the impact of high pileup and
increased channel count. Algorithms should evolve along the
lines of:






Use vectorization techniques (more FLOPS from the same CPU)
Leverage concurrency to reduce memory footprint
Leverage accelerators (GPGPUs, FPGAs, custom chips), meaning
ensure the code can run on heterogeneous architectures

Machine Learning will play a role in all the above (and more).


R&D activities on each area are foreseen, to understand impact, gains
and drawbacks of ML techniques for different use cases.
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Software Performance


Review the data layout (EDM) as one of the main bottlenecks in dealing with I/O



Define and promote programming styles suitable for different areas of development



Invest in developing a more automated framework for physics validation evaluating numerical
differences and the impact of physics



Evolve the code in the direction of modularity, to allow exploring capabilities of future hardware.
Make the computational code sequences more explicit and compact



Engage in ad adiabatic code refactoring, focused on efficient use of memory and generally on
performance oriented programming



Software/libraries adaptation and validation for wide variety of processor types:



Many/multi core; multi-threading, vector units, GPUs, all common CPU types
Need capability to rapidly port to and validate on new architectures, even processor generations (new
instruction sets)
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Data and Compute Infrastructures
(aka “Data Lake”)
High Level Services

High Level Services

High Level Services

Data (Lake)
Infrastructure

Storage Interoperability Services

Distributed Regional Storage

Storage

Asynchronous
Data Transfer

Distributed Storage
Volatile
Storage

Storage
Storage

Storage

Compute
Infrastructure

Content Delivering and Caching

Grid
Compute

Grid Compute

Cloud
Compute

HPC
Compute

@HOME

Grid
Compute

Compute Provisioning

Site N

Ian Bird
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Data and Compute Infrastructures


Storage Consolidation within a geographical region or country


Allow/help countries or regions to flexibly manage compute and storage resources
internally,
•
•

Supporting national/regional consolidation, provisioning resources in a way that makes sense
in the local situation
Use of federation of resources, integration of public, private, commercial, HPC, etc. as
necessary



Foresee some Tier1/Tier2 boundaries blurred and regions with common funding can
federate their facilities, in order to optimize and consolidate the resources they provide, in
a way that is flexible, and not held to a history that is decades old at this point.




Prototype distributed storage services based on different technologies
Leverage the distributed nature of the storage to implement different data replication and
retention policies
Study local and remote data access from the distributed storage for different workflows
Study caching technologies and how they impact the previous measurements
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Data and Compute Infrastructure


Data Transfer and Access protocols






Ensure we do not rely on SRM in the near future
Investigate alternative (3rd party) file transfer
protocols alternative to gridFTP (e.g. xrootd, HTTP)
Investigate how to reduce at the level of data access
the impact of latency (e.g. caching objects or events
in memory; Asynchronous pre-fetching)
Reduce the impact of authentication overheads
(session reuse, ..)
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Data and Compute Infrastructures


Data Lake(s): prototype and commission a set of infrastructure level
services allowing to extend on a larger scale (up to the whole WLCG)
the concepts studied for storage consolidation in a region








Interoperability between storages, optimizing data retention and data
placement at the global level
Possibility to attach volatile and tactical storage to the system
A data delivery and caching system serving events to heterogeneous and
distributed processing units
A reliable system for file transfer between regions
An evolved security model adapted to the nature of the infrastructure

The boundary between infrastructure and high level, experiment
specific data management systems needs also to be considered,
favoring common solutions
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Data and Compute Infrastructures


Networks







Investigate the possibility to use different protocols than TCP
(e.g. UDP) for WAN transfers
Investigate the benefits and deployment model of SDNs in a
data lake infrastructure and in any case for a distributed
storage
Evolve the network monitoring system to collect and expose
information to be consumes and used for adaptive network
usage
Understand the possibility to deploy a caching layer built into
the network (NREN exchange points)
Study how to attach commercial cloud resources to the WLCG
network infrastructure achieving the needed performance
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Data and Compute Infrastructures


Compute Resources


Understand how to provide a common provisioning layer for
heterogeneous resources
Understand how brokering will maximize the probability of CPU-data
co-location. Understand cache aware brokering
Enable the adaptation to use very heterogeneous resources:



•



HPC, specialized clusters, opportunistic, clouds (commercial or not) ->
managing cost and quotas. Elasticity vs fixed capacity.

Cloud analysis model


Prototype a quasi interactive analysis facility offering the capability to
scale out in a cloud backend (e.g. understand how SWAN based
analysis fits the data lake model)
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Interoperability and Data Preservation


Review the security model and evolve it toward federated
identities. Move away from X509, prototype a token-based
solution ensuring interoperability and sustainability



Favor common solutions across all the stack (from high
level services to infrastructure). A very strong message in
this direction from all funding agencies: little or no support
in the future for experiment specific solutions.



The previous bullet is one of the bases for a data and
analysis preservation strategy.
ATLAS: 7/3/18
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Summary - sustainability




Fix the software performance problem (end-end)
Reducing operations costs
Moving towards commonality where realistic; joint
efforts





E.g. pushing common DM tasks into the infrastructure;
common provisioning mechanisms, etc.

Common infrastructure – across HEP and with
other related sciences
Data preservation and reproducibility
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